E-Commerce: A Short History Follow-up on Possible Trends
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Abstract
The aim of this work is to think on the state-of-the-art of e-commerce and its trends for the future. E-commerce has been developing since the 1990’s and its evolution is directly linked to the advancement of information technology. Early e-commerce began with the simple dissemination of goods and services by digital means, going from the issuance of orders, then the delivery of products to achieving interaction between traders and consumers via the Internet. Some e-commerce tools enable users to perform transactions even without leaving home – with transactions ranging from purchasing to paying bills. This can be done 24 hours a day, including weekends and holidays. The demand for convenience and, even, privacy are the main responsible reasons for the increased use of electronic commerce by consumers. Despite the advances of e-commerce in recent times it still requires larger investment, especially regarding safety, which is appointed as major deficiency in this trade modality, along with logistics. Investments will also be necessary to enable e-commerce to keep up with the current technological advances and future development prospects, such as the adoption of virtual intelligence, the expansion of globalization with language translators, adaptive interfaces that take into account the specific characteristics of user groups and the mobile commerce, and the experimentation in 3D model. This study aims to – by means of literature review – draw a brief history of the emergence and evolution of e-commerce, also highlighting the tools in use, the trends and challenges of this modern business model.
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1. Introduction

Given the advances on the transmission, processing and storage technologies, presentation forms, ergonomics, information availability, speed and trustworthiness, more precisely with the development of the Internet, from 1990’s, a large range of possibilities were noted – with a particular emphasis to communication. Some companies, having noticed the potential of that tool, stated using it to interact with their customers – at first, to divulgate information on their products, then to receive orders and, after that, to distribute products and services – up to arrival of the open arrival of e-commerce, which would cover even receipt and reverse logistics.

According to e-commerce in Brazil (EC) had its beginning approximately eight years ago, with a growing number of new companies to it, as well as a clientele which grows on a daily basis. Increased easiness to access the Internet was
the driving force that pushed the increase in the number of new consumers to this new form of commerce. Authors say that trust in using the tools which enable electronic commerce usually comes after the experience of the first purchase.

According to (Tesche, 2013) some examples of products widely negotiated using electronic media, and purchased mainly by young people, are electronics, flight and show tickets, among other events. The same author highlights that the main attractive for consumers to use electronic media for shopping are access easiness and the fact that there is no presence of physical sellers, what makes consumers more comfortable while shopping.

Currently EC finds itself on a much consolidated phase, bearing in mind the steady development of IT, the easiness to access the Internet and the profile of this new consumer. Demands from that new consumer make companies develop themselves to keep competitive in the market where they operate. For that end they seek to keep up with market trends, the current one being the search for comfort by means of electronic commerce.

The present study aims at, by means of a theoretic review, outlining a short history of the beginning and evolution of electronic commerce, also highlighting the tools used and the trends and challenges of this modern model of commerce.

2. Electronic Commerce

In the next sections some aspects of EC are introduced. This explanation will enable the reader, giving more information on the emergence, evolution, concepts, tools, challenges and trends of this modality, as well as information on its relationship with the consumer.

2.1 Emergence and Evolution of Electronic Commerce

The evolution of EC has been studied and followed up by several researchers and stakeholders in the field. Given the advances on Information Technology, more precisely with the development of the Internet, from 1990’s, a large range of possibilities were perceived, with a noted emphasis to communication.

Nevertheless, (Galinari et al., 2015) advocate that e-commerce has its first phase on the 1970’s, when e-commerce was restricted to operations among large corporations which established among themselves private communication networks and, by means of electronic fund transfer systems, which electronically made financial transactions and document exchanges.

According to (Albertin, 2012) the evolution of EC can be divided in four phases. In Phase One, organizations used the functionalities of the Internet for processes of information divulgation regarding their product and services. That was the initial stimulus for EC development.

Still according to the author, the Phase Two was receiving orders and sending information and instructions on the utilization of their products and services. In this phase, logistics caused its first impact onto companies.

Phase Three of the evolution, according to (Albertin, 2012) was the distribution of products and services by using Information Technology (IT). In this phase, some products began to be commercialized digitally as, e.g., music and software.

For the last comes the phase which consolidates EC, with the interaction between seller and consumer, no more transmitting data or delivering products and services only. With the advance of IT and widespread use of the Internet, such interaction enabled the simple internet user to become a potential consumer, given the possibilities of EC. That tool allowed for a true revolution on how to commercialize products, services and information, bringing more comfort and large variety of offers and options for the consumer, but also for the seller who is inserted in that market practice.

For it is just normal that companies undergo transformations in their structure, and globalization contributed for that strong tendency. Increased competitiveness, the need of producing innovation and increasing consumer demands – all items brought by globalization – have culminated with the emergence of more modern forms of company management. According to the authors, the advance in the access of broadband Internet in last years has become important for the development of EC. The appearance of a technology called 3G and 4G, from 2012 in Brazil, gave access to high speed Internet through mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablet PCs.

Such technology enables the consumer with more easiness to do price research for various locations. Some consumers use that resource even when inside physical stores, which they use to get in touch with the product, and there they choose the purchase channel of sales which better fits their shopping needs.
The development of EC follows the stages of evolution of the digital environment – an evolution which must be understood and guaranteed through the aspects that must be taken into consideration when using the EC – aiming to assuring the use of its contributions. Thus, the development of information technology is impacted by the evolution on EC. Another dimension which completes the analysis on EC phases is its application in business processes (Albertin, 2000).

This way, electronic commerce became, much more than a trend, a reality. Modern companies seek to change their structure to comply with new consumers’ demands, once the latter more and more value comfort. For such end, using new technologies is a very common strategy.

2.2 Concepts and Types of Electronic Commerce

Electronic commerce is the achievement/realization of the entire chain of value of the business processes by means of intense use of communication and information technologies, thus reaching the business’s objectives (Albertin, 2000).

According to the author, the processes may be achieved, entirely or in part, in any of the transaction types set forth in Table 1, below. For him, such definition allows to understand that the achievement of that chain of values must include from distribution of information on products and services to the performance of transactions between the parties that compose the business environment.

According to the authors (Galinari et al., 2015) the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) defines, in 2011, the EC as purchasing and selling products or services managed through a digital environment and utilizing methods specifically idealized for the receipt or performance of commercial transactions. Still according to the authors, that such definition sets, as e-commerce, transactions whose orders are made using those methods, even when payments or deliveries are made without using the digital environment, restricted to operations performed using a computer network which provides a controlled external access.

The great advance of EC, as stated by (da Silveira Coelho et al., 2013), permits a large amount of transactions, which occur electronically, either between companies and consumers, between companies, between consumers and may also involve government organs. Table 1 below shows some information on the types of transactions possible by EC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C2C</td>
<td>Consumer-to-consumer</td>
<td>Transactions between end consumers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source: Adapted from da Silveira Coelho et al.(2013).

Authors appoint that among the transactions mentioned in Table 1, the categories most done through electronic commerce are: B2B (Business-to-business), B2C (Business-to-consumer) and C2C (Consumer-to-consumer). For the major highlight goes for B2C, which has the larger number of transactions. Still according to the authors, in Brazil, the B2B commerce model is mostly comprised by commerce between industrial and commercial companies.

For the relevance of e-commerce expansion in current business scenarios is eminent, what requires the companies inserted in this model to operate differentiated and up-to-date strategies and approaches so they may reach their goals.
2.3 Main Tools in Electronic Commerce

According to (Luciano, Testa, & Freitas, 2003) the Internet is constantly improved, thus several applications often appear seeking to better utilization of the electronic commerce services.

**E-procurement,** according to (Luciano et al., 2003) is the automation of the purchase of products and services – besides dynamism in purchasing, a considerable cost decrease can be noted, also a shorter decision time can be reached.

Another important tool mentioned by (Luciano et al., 2003) is **e-learning,** which is a tool that shortens distances between educators and students, providing them with conditions to access courses and training sessions wherever they are. Important examples may be mentioned, such as: language schools, virtual universities, etc.

An important and successful tool is **e-banking,** which, as mentioned by (Luciano et al., 2003), is good both for banking institutions and their clients. It enables clients to do, from home, what they would need to go to a bank branch to do, before. Besides bringing practicety to consumers, a considerable cost is reduced to banks.

**E-gambling** is the tool for online casinos, with bets on money, which can be accessed by users located in any country, including those which do not allow traditional casinos, according to (Luciano et al., 2003).

**E-auctioning** are online auctions, which reduce costs with commuting and make traditional auctions more accessible and faster, as cited by (Luciano et al., 2003).

Many other tools were mentioned by (Luciano et al., 2003) as important ones for the development of electronic commerce, despite having a minor expression. For example: **e-trade,** which is buying and selling stock shares online; **e-drugs,** which are online drugstores, adding value to traditional drugstores, among others.

2.4 Electronic Commerce Advantages

According to (Lefebvre & Lefebvre, 2002), electronic commerce has become an imperative environment for business. Opportunities it provides are so great there is no going back. As approached by the authors, electronic commerce provides competitive advantages, such as cost reduction, because it offers gains in precision and speed for the transactions on the Internet.

According to (Lefebvre & Lefebvre, 2002) still another advantage of electronic commerce is giving visibility in the business world at low cost, making it possible to offer clients the opportunity of personalizing products and services.

Still according to authors, electronic commerce allows for marketing or micro marketing by means of data mining techniques, higher capacity of adapting to changes in the competitive conditions, and the capacity of optimizing supply chain in real time and of obtaining advantages through business partners’ skills.

For (da Silveira Coelho et al., 2013) the industrial and commercial companies using B2B in Brazil are those which offer the clients the opportunity of product purchase and delivery at a location defined by the client.

According to (Kiang & Chi, 2001), when it comes to B2B transactions, a great advantage electronic commerce provides is decreased processing time, which by consequence online companies get to keep lower levels of storage, thus reducing management cost and overhead maintenance. Another advantage mentioned by the authors is that the Internet provides fast adjustment to market conditions, which means it becomes possible to customize promotions and sales for individual clients.

According to (Kiang & Chi, 2001), for products and services such as software, music, news, consultancy services, issuance of online tickets and reservations, banking services, among others, which use the Internet as a distribution channel, one can have not only delivery costs reduce but also immediate availability of products and services.

In Table 2 (Kiang & Chi, 2001) propose a framework which puts together advantages electronic commerce provides, regarding marketing, within three groups: communication, transaction and distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Better information on products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More information on Pricing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service availability, 24 hours, 7 days per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower communication costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Advantages of electronic commerce in marketing approach
Interactivity and trustworthiness for on-demand information
Stock updates in real time
Online technical support
Fast response for clients’ requests
Customized orders
After-sales service
No personal contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtual storefront viewable by all Internet users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower transaction cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows micro transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human error reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase cycle time reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower level of storage and other associated costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibility of customizing promos and sales for individual clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively low initial investment and establishment cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower wait time for receiving digital products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower cost for delivery of digital products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows clients to follow-up orders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduces the number of representatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Source: Adapted from Kiang e Chi (2001).

2.5 Challenges and Trends of Electronic Commerce

To (Lefebvre & Lefebvre, 2002), the electronic commerce causes a deep revolution in the way people do business; in such deep way an adaptation and learning period becomes necessary, both for companies and for consumers. There are obstacles to be overcome and a series of challenges for all involved stakeholders for e-commerce to be entirely developed.

According to the authors, forecasting how the new industries will develop is still a difficult task. Some newly-created segments are already changing, particularly Internet providers, where small ones are having more and more difficulty in competing with larger ones, which can offer their clients a wider range of services (modem or cable connection, ADSL [Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line] technology, satellite links, etc.).

Regarding privacy, according to (Luciano et al., 2003), reconciling good service quality and privacy is still a challenge to be met for the Internet.

Still according to the authors, another challenge for commerce is delivery, because there is no trust on the EC customers’ side on a perspective as to if products are to be delivered with the expected quality and, if that quality is not met, refunding will not be a hindrance.

According to (Diniz, 2008) the company-consumer relationship suggests availability of the technology related to access points and cost and usability, also related to user interface and communication, which are fundamental items for the evolution of the technology used in electronic commerce.

Another worrying factor according to (Diniz, 2008) is related to telecommunications where the Internet and its transactions have had a higher impact. According to the author, despite the increase in the revenue of telecom companies, bearing in mind their increased demand, their concern is that that demand is increasing at a faster pace than investments.

In the company-company relationship, electronic commerce needs to march forward having in mind there still is a trustworthiness gap as to safety systems, declares (Diniz, 2008).

According to (Cernev & Leite, 2005), safety has been appointed by specialists as the greatest hindrance for the growth of electronic commerce in the world. And it has been responsible for billionary losses. That may be seen not only as a restriction, but also as an opportunity for growth.
Authors appoint that those who are in charge of the development of electronic commerce should invest both on safety and on trustworthiness of their users. They are responsible for assuring that consumers, potential consumers and other users notice the existence and commitment to safety.

For (Diniz, 2008), with massive utilization of the Internet, another important factor which should be addressed is regulation, which according to the author must be more effective and explicit, to assure commercial transactions at a cost coherent with the traditional forms of commerce.

According to (da Silveira Coelho et al., 2013) the industrial and commercial companies in Brazil which use B2B are those which need investment the most for their conception, development and maintenance.

According to (Demo et al., 2014) there are relevant logistic challenges for the practice of electronic commerce with the growth of e-commerce in Brazil. According to the authors, logistics managers are being forced to implement diverse operational practices with the purpose of meeting the new form of consumer demand.

Authors also highlight that electronic commerce consumers tend to be more demanding than their traditional commerce counterparts. Those extra requirements and demands have required significant changes on online company operationalization dynamics, as well as bringing new solutions for client satisfaction.

For (Novak, Hoffman and Yung, 2000) the characteristics of the online environment exert positive influences on the client's emotional and cognitive state during purchases. Corroboram (Ferreira et al., 2000) emphasizing that consumers are increasingly submerged and focused on their shopping experience when the virtual environment is more attractive.

To that end, they add (Trotti et al, 2017) that knowing the technology, functional logistics, providing a good relationship with the customer at all stages of the sales cycle in the virtual environment are crucial points for e-commerce and that need to be improved.

In addition to overcoming the challenges identified as providing greater security in purchases and payments, easy navigation layout with greater level of entertainment and interactivity, and other improvements that may impact on an improvement in the shopping experience, it is understood that a tendency for the continuous development and evolution of e-commerce runs through new technologies such as virtual 3D experimentation.

The experience of having access to all dimensions of the products in 3D model can be a source of benefits to the consumer in relation to the greater knowledge about the product, increase the possibility of finding a product or alternative more assertive, saving time, thus generating a greater pleasure and reliability in the online shopping process (Ferreira et al., 2015).

E-commerce is also about immersing itself in other technologies such as the adoption of virtual intelligence, the expansion of globalization with language translators, adaptive interfaces contemplating the characteristics of specific groups of users and mobile commerce as a way to improve the purchasing environment on-line and to improve the consumer shopping experience (Ferreira et al., 2015, Trotti et al., 2017, Nienow et al., 2017).

2.6 Relationship with the Consumer

According to (Kotler & Keller, 2012), client-focused companies develop relationships, not only products or services. Still according to the authors, the success of organizations depends on the clients, from acquisition to maintenance to expansion. Clients are the only reason for developing products, installing factories, hiring employees, etc. With no clients, there is no business.

According to (Demo et al., 2014), it is necessary to highlight how the purchase experience takes place in the context of electronic commerce. According to (Kotler & Keller, 2012), the latest forms of interactive marketing are the electronic channels. In this context there is a new form of client-company relationship, one in which the client starts and controls the process more and more. Clients are the ones who define what information they need, what offers they are interested on and which prices they are willing to pay, mainly considering how easy it is to compare prices on the Internet.

For (Demo et al., 2014), with the purpose of stimulating new visits to their virtual stores, companies must assess the context (layout) and content of their websites, given that, according to (Kotler & Keller, 2012), visitors evaluate the performance of a virtual company basing on their website easiness to use and attractiveness.

According to (Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003) facing the strong competition and growing expectation on the clients' side, electronic commerce companies are more and more interested in the identifying, understanding, taking care of and maintaining their profitable existing clients.
Authors highlight that apparently many of their online clients compare the benefit package to be obtained to the costs to reaching the noted value. Clients, in the long run, also assess the cost of moving onto another competitor. This way, for a company to keep competitive it must continuously work on the noted value by the client and discourage his moving to any other competitor.

Still according to (Anderson & Srinivasan, 2003), building trust relationships is a great challenge for companies, even coming to giving up part of their profits to differentiate themselves from their competitors. This way companies showing their clients that they are important and that the given companies want to help them, no matter what the short term profit consequences are, helps create or reinforce the type of trust which results in client loyalty.

For (Gefen, 2002), reaching client loyalty is an important objective for almost every profit-oriented business. As the author highlights, results of case studies show that reaching client loyalty depends on the capacity electronic commerce companies have to build and keep client trust by providing good quality service.

Good quality service of an electronic commerce company may be composed by three dimensions: Tangibility: a combination of response capacity, trustworthiness and safety and empathy. According to the author, the combination of responsiveness, trustworthiness and guarantee is the main dimension to increase client trust (Gefen, 2002).

According to (Kotler & Keller, 2012), client satisfaction is the feeling of pleasure or disappointment on the performance of the value noted versus his expectation. If performance falls short of his expectation, the client will be dissatisfied; if performance meets the expectations, the client is satisfied. If performance is beyond the expectations, the client will be charmed.

Still according to the authors, a highly satisfied or charmed client stays loyal for the long run, and even more when the company comes to develop new products or services, besides speaking well of the company and spending less money on competitors, including being less sensitive to price changes.


Electronic commerce history is connected to the evolution of information technology, but more specifically to the advances of the Internet. In this scenario, given the great advance of the Internet in recent years, any internet use becomes a potential consumer, and portable devices as mobile phones and tablet PCs began to more used for price researches and even for purchasing.

This new format of commerce has been successful due to the strong social demand for comfort. By its means it is possible doing transactions 24 hours a day, 365 day per year, across demographic frontiers, supported by the globalization phenomenon.

Despite the growing EC development, scholars state that for higher safety in this modality of commerce more investments become necessary to provide transactions with more safety and, in this scope, get closer to that of traditional commerce.

According to some authors, trust in this type of commerce emerges with the experience of the first purchase, and may be maintained, increased or reduced according to the meeting of expectations by suppliers.

E-commerce has become a reality and has been developing with information technology, so some of its limitations tend to be minimized, given the great technological advance in the present and great possibilities for development in the future, such as the adoption of virtual intelligence, expansion of globalization with language translators, adaptive interfaces contemplating the specific characteristics of groups of users and mobile commerce, and experimentation in 3D model.

This phenomenon is transforming the structures of organizations which are focused on becoming more competitive, because the business world currently demands from organizations a large capacity of adequating themselves to customers’ needs. So, the utilization of information technology as a commerce tools becomes the source of a competitive differential, while opposition in maintaining an extremely conservative structure – resisting the implementation of IT tools – may be damaging to organizations’ results.

This research demonstrates how e-commerce has developed in recent years, following developments in information technology and consumer needs. This rapid development generates an expectation that for the future e-commerce will be improved even more in a short time, by means of new technologies that stimulate the increase of the number of fans to this modality of commerce. For organizations, being aware of e-commerce trends for the next few years, can be a differential for their consolidation in the market.
In this way the present work, by means of rhetorical review, seeks to contribute for the formation of potential consumers, those who may want to know and make e-commerce transactions, as well as to transmit this knowledge to traders on EC practices, its advantages, tools, challenges and trends. Nevertheless, this article presents as a limitation – its little depth on the theme – it suggests new works to come new researches to assess the impact of electronic commerce evolution onto organizations’ routine and planning.
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